
Outline/ Index Form 

SUBJECT: Korean War/Cold War DATE: 5 I 31 I 00 

TAPE #\SIDE# A&B Ratio/ Counter =30 min 

INTERVIEWER: Joseph Tran & Jordan Johnson INTERVIEWEE: Robert C. Barnes 

Fill in this form completely for completely for each tape. In the first column record the 
counter on the tape. In the second column describe the contents being discussed. 

Tape# Description of subject discussed 
020 Hillsboro: farm community with small downtown court area. 
024 1950's significant event: Korean War worldwide event, full-fledged on-going war. .. 
031 Opinion of government: High opinion of Truman ... 
040 Korean War not politically disastrous as Vietnam .. . 
042 Opinion of War: Justified because communist threat, treaty w/S . Korea, Stalin behind, 

men being attacked, tum & run or fight ... 
086 Positive aspects: S. Korea turned into reasonable viable republic, saved whole nation 

from domination 
158 Protest movements: not much, just came out ofWWll, mentality carried over to Korea. 
187 Nuclear attack fear: If thermo nuclear war got out of hand, no one left. Not in Korea, 

didn't decide to use. 
222 Many entertainers were communist. 
260 Civilian defense: bomb shelters, bomb drills in school. 
300 No loyalty oaths taken as a teacher, but would if asked . .. 
320 Communism like other "isms", people wanted power & control, Hitler and Stalin two 

of a kind. 
361 Senator Joseph McCarthy: really unfortunate, went beyond good bounds and reasons, 

obsession ... 
390 Communism big threat, comm. leaders didn't care about what other leaders did, 
448 Very much afraid nuclear attack, too many delivery systems . . . 
496 Beat up veterans, benefits, artificial legs .. . 
530 Why fight in Korea: In there as counter protector, then attacked . .. 
550 Great honor, looked up to them, great sacrifice, government gave lots ofbenefits, got 

through college, tend to forget veterans ... 
626 Korea war forgotten . .. 
662 Polio epidemic: couldn't breath and wish to die from it if you had it ... 
687 Entertainment: TV started come on, radio, same jokes every time, easily amused, 

played pick-up sports, worked lot in berry fields ... 
740 Difference then & now: worry about morale of people, fear for people's rights & 

wrongs. 
810 Extra: Grateful for veterans, love country through all weaknesses ... yeah I'll take that 

loyalty oath ... too many people died. 


